
Monday 10/22/2018

Extra Resources
Attachments
HWWeekof1022Due1026.pdf

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can solve real-world division problems involving remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Solve real world division problems
• Interpreting what the remainder means in a division problem (write as a fraction) - see PowerPoint (use all week)
• Independent: Understanding Division Answers (Worksheet)
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation based on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: D.2 and D.7
--iReady: Complete 2 sessions and quizzes (Record topic and score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/Application:
--Problem of the day: 10-1 through 10-5 (Record on center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook: Color by Number (Teacher checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Place Value Journal Prompts (Choose 1 to write about in math notebook, teacher checks off when complete)
--Task Cards: Roll and Answer Cards (Record on center recording sheet)
--Application: Design a Movie Theater (Stable to center recording sheet)

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication Board Games

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: area model, dividend, divisor, factor, product, quotient, rectangular array, standard algorithm

Standards
MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to four-digit dividends and two-digit divisors, using strategies based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between multiplication and division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)
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DivisionProject.zip
DoandDesignDivision2.pdf
InterpretingRemainders.pptx
RollandAnswerCommonCoreMathCentersNBT.pdf
UnderstandingDivisionAnswers.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of the inner and outer
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS: REVIEW inner planets and have students finish on their posters.

APPLICATION: SW finish collaborative posters on the inner planets. Groups will share if time allows.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: Atmosphere, asteroid belt, asteroids, axis, comet, composition, Earth, gravity, mass, moon, orbits, planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar System, star, star pattern/constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: See attachments on collaborative posters
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of inner and outer planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish among the following objects of the Solar System -- Sun, planets, moons, asteroids, comets -- and identify Earth's position in it. (DOK 3)

Attachments
SolarSystemPlanetResearchCollaborativePosters.pdf
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Tuesday 10/23/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can solve real-world division problems involving remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Solve real world division problems
• Interpreting what the remainder means in a division problem (write as a fraction) - see PowerPoint (use all week)
• Independent: Division with Remainders (Worksheet)
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation based on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: D.2 and D.7
--iReady: Complete 2 sessions and quizzes (Record topic and score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/Application:
--Problem of the day: 10-1 through 10-5 (Record on center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook: Color by Number (Teacher checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Place Value Journal Prompts (Choose 1 to write about in math notebook, teacher checks off when complete)
--Task Cards: Roll and Answer Cards (Record on center recording sheet)
--Application: Design a Movie Theater (Stable to center recording sheet)

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication Board Games

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: area model, dividend, divisor, factor, product, quotient, rectangular array, standard algorithm

Attachments
DivisionwithRemainders.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of the inner and outer
planets.
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WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS: Students will work on Outer Planets facts and collaborative posters in small
groups. http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/solar-system/solar-system-outer.htm

APPLICATION: In small groups SW work on outer planet posters.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: Atmosphere, asteroid belt, asteroids, axis, comet, composition, Earth, gravity, mass, moon, orbits, planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar System, star, star pattern/constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: posters; ipads; textbook.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of inner and outer planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish among the following objects of the Solar System -- Sun, planets, moons, asteroids, comets -- and identify Earth's position in it. (DOK 3)
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Wednesday 10/24/2018

Early Release

Extra Resources
All about the Planets Video: http://vsod.volusia.k12.fl.us/SAFARI/montage/play.php?keyindex=30487&location=local&filetypeid=7

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can solve real-world division problems involving remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Solve real world division problems
• Interpreting what the remainder means in a division problem (write as a fraction) - see PowerPoint (use all week)
• Independent: Division with Remainders (3 divided by 2) (Worksheet)
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation based on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: D.2 and D.7
--iReady: Complete 2 sessions and quizzes (Record topic and score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/Application:
--Problem of the day: 10-1 through 10-5 (Record on center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook: Color by Number (Teacher checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Place Value Journal Prompts (Choose 1 to write about in math notebook, teacher checks off when complete)
--Task Cards: Roll and Answer Cards (Record on center recording sheet)
--Application: Design a Movie Theater (Stable to center recording sheet)

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication Board Games

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: area model, dividend, divisor, factor, product, quotient, rectangular array, standard algorithm

Attachments
DivisionwithRemainders4Dividedby2.pdf

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of the inner and outer
planets.
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WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS: SW finish their collaborative posters on outer planets.

APPLICATION: Finish posters on outer planets. Groups will share their planet if time allows.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: Atmosphere, asteroid belt, asteroids, axis, comet, composition, Earth, gravity, mass, moon, orbits, planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar System, star, star pattern/constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: posters, ipads, and text book.
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of inner and outer planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish among the following objects of the Solar System -- Sun, planets, moons, asteroids, comets -- and identify Earth's position in it. (DOK 3)
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Thursday 10/25/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can solve real-world division problems involving remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Review, finish centers, pull groups
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation based on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: D.2 and D.7
--iReady: Complete 2 sessions and quizzes (Record topic and score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/Application:
--Problem of the day: 10-1 through 10-5 (Record on center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook: Color by Number (Teacher checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Place Value Journal Prompts (Choose 1 to write about in math notebook, teacher checks off when complete)
--Task Cards: Roll and Answer Cards (Record on center recording sheet)
--Application: Design a Movie Theater (Stable to center recording sheet)

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication Board Games

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: area model, dividend, divisor, factor, product, quotient, rectangular array, standard algorithm

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of the inner and outer
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS: Review for benchmark test for Friday.

APPLICATION: Kahoot http://create.kahoot.it/details/planets/6fcda173-9cbc-4ce1-9786-e41316347839
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ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: Atmosphere, asteroid belt, asteroids, axis, comet, composition, Earth, gravity, mass, moon, orbits, planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar System, star, star pattern/constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES: Ipads
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of inner and outer planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish among the following objects of the Solar System -- Sun, planets, moons, asteroids, comets -- and identify Earth's position in it. (DOK 3)
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Friday 10/26/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can solve real-world division problems involving remainders.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Formative: Division #2
CENTERS:
Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation based on classwork/exit ticket

Technology:
--IXL: D.2 and D.7
--iReady: Complete 2 sessions and quizzes (Record topic and score on recording sheet)

Making Meaning/Application:
--Problem of the day: 10-1 through 10-5 (Record on center recording sheet)
--Interactive Notebook: Color by Number (Teacher checks off when complete)
--Math Journal: Place Value Journal Prompts (Choose 1 to write about in math notebook, teacher checks off when complete)
--Task Cards: Roll and Answer Cards (Record on center recording sheet)
--Application: Design a Movie Theater (Stable to center recording sheet)

Extension:
--Spot the error cards
--Multi-step task cards
--Division & Multiplication Board Games

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: area model, dividend, divisor, factor, product, quotient, rectangular array, standard algorithm

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of the inner and outer
planets.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS: Benchmark formative on Inner and Outer planets SC.5.E.5.3

APPLICATION:
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ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: Atmosphere, asteroid belt, asteroids, axis, comet, composition, Earth, gravity, mass, moon, orbits, planets, revolution/revolve,
rotation/rotate, Solar System, star, star pattern/constellation, sun, tilt.

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.E.5.2 Recognize the major common characteristics of all planets and compare/contrast the properties of inner and outer planets. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.5.3 Distinguish among the following objects of the Solar System -- Sun, planets, moons, asteroids, comets -- and identify Earth's position in it. (DOK 3)

Attachments
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.E.5.3solarsystem.pdf
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